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Thus political science is a study of the state which is a social organisation with a political overtone.
Development economics, Indian economics, and applied macroeconomics are the broad research areas of Prof.
From that time onward the term politics began to be used in the narrower sense to mean the science of the
state. Thus while studying the democratic institutions, a student of political science studies the modern
democracy and how it differed from the democratic way of life in ancient Greece. It is also related to natural
science, like biology. The others might exist in other worlds. Hence, people get the chance to enjoy these
results, which make our lives more relaxed and pleasurable. It underlines that the study of the science of
politics is mainly speculative and philosophical. It is the power factor that makes the state different from other
associations and alienates the members from one party to other. Thus the action that runs counter to morality
must be condemned. Development of Political Forms: Political science studies the various forms of political
institutions and theories. Document Details. Science and Technology Justin Larson University of Phoenix,
Axia College Science and Technology Where would we be as a global community without the study and aid
of science and technology? There was existence of sociology even before men had political consciousness or
before men began an organised political life. The Council for Scientific and Industrial Research founded in has
39 national laboratories under its umbrella. So make it a diamond in the necklace, a stone, perhaps a
corner-stone, in your building. So we find that Lord Millan supported the theory that every nation must have
one state. His reading was that hot climate creates despotism, cold climate leads to barbarism and moderate
climate is conducive to good government. As a matter of fact, the political institutions of a country grow up on
the basis of the geo-physical set-up of the country. A science is defined as a systematized mass of knowledge,
the conclusion of which is based on experiments and observations. This knowledge is necessary to demarcate
the boundaries of federal set-up of the state. Aristotle, the father of political science made a comparative study
of constitutions of the world. But to put a good government into practical operation is art. As a matter of fact,
a social scientist does not have any microscope or barometer to employ in deducing his findings. It was
therefore, but natural for Aristotle to connote his book dealing with this phenomenon as Politics. It assumes an
abstract ideal and draws deductions from it concerning the nature, functions and aims of the state. The first of
these was founded in Kharagpur, West Bengal, in  Nature of Political Science: As a distinct branch of activity
and as a systematic study in a separate and specialised knowledge, politics has its origin in ancient Greece
during the fifth century B. So we find the political institutions of a communist government at variance with the
political institutions of a democratic country. In his book Wealth of Nations he considered adequate income
and subsistence for the people and sufficient revenue for the state for public services as the two major objects
of political economy. Free shipping for individuals worldwide The final prices may differ from the prices
shown due to specifics of VAT rules About this book The book presents a comprehensive study of the impact
of policy reforms on output, employment, and productivity growth across sectors of India since  This period
prior to political science is adequately covered by sociology.


